
Cruden Bay Golf Club 
Aberdeenshire, Scotland 

 
Architect:  Old Tom Morris (1899) 
                  Tom Simpson and Herbert Fowler (1926) 
 
Tees  Par Yardage      SSS    
 
White  70 6263          71               
Gold  70 5862          69 
 
 
Overview: 
 

At the end of the 19th century the great railway expansion took place in Scotland which provided a mode 
of transport to a string of new links courses established in that era.   Cruden Bay,  just north of Aberdeen, came 
on line in 1899 and one more magnificent links venue was within reach.  Nestled amongst some of the tallest 
dunes on the east coast of Scotland Old Tom Morris staked the original Cruden Bay course in Aberdeenshire 
and it fast became a favorite destination for holiday travelers.  It was updated and expanded by Tom Simpson 
and Herbert Fowler in 1926 to take on the unique character that we enjoy today. 

 
The clubhouse sits on a hill overlooking the sprawling links below.  As you step out of the golf shop the 

panoramic view is a strong hint at the special day of links golf that lies ahead.  James Finegan describes this 
view, “Below, in all its turbulent splendor, lies one of the most awe-inspiring stretches of linksland ever 
dedicated to the game….sand hills rise as high as sixty feet, their shaggy slopes covered with long and throttling 
golden grasses.  For sheer majesty of setting, no Scottish course surpasses Cruden Bay”.  

 
The tallest dunes dominate the north end of the course early in the round creating a mixture of elevation 

changes and alcove holes between the dunes to challenge your judgment and your will.  Coming off the valley 
floor the first four holes present a unique array of technical links shots that are a splash of cold water on the 
face.  Negotiating a successful approach shot to the table top green at number two demands creativity and 
dexterity.  The carry shot on the signature par three fourth is a blend of terror and thrill if it lands and stays on a 
putting surface suspended off a towering dune. 

 
If you survived the opening volley the rest of the front side you wend amongst the low gorse and grassed 

covered dunes that define playing lines for each hole.  The view off the tee box of the sweeping par four fifth is 
mesmerizing as the hole turns left into a small subdivision of sand dunes.   Two full metal blows are required to 
reach the putting surface.  A Captain Hook dogear left three-shot par five follows-with the first incursion of a 
Scottish burn defining your lay up position and putting the vise grip on your approach shot into a treacherous 
green setting.    

 
As you start a slow climb up to the high ground the next two are quintessential links par fours.  The 

seventh would feel at home at Ballyliffen Glashedy or Enniscronne in the northern reaches of Ireland.  Your tee 
ball requires restraint as you play into a narrowing landing area leaving a steep uphill pitch to a long putting 
surface that seems to shed approach shots without very distinct intention.  The driveable eighth will leave many 
a long hitter with tufts of hair between their fingers if they fail to make birdie on what seems to be a most 



gettable hole.  The steep march that follows to the ninth tee has you gasping for air as you look out over a hole 
draped across the ridge of one of the tallest dunes on the course. 

 
From the precipice tee on ninth tee take in the grandeur of the remaining holes stretching out below your 

feet in both directions-a gorse covered dune wall cordons one side and the low cliffs overlooking the sea the 
other.  If you look behind you, on the bluffs in the distance you see the eerie remains of Slain’s Castle peering 
out over the North Sea.  Exposure to the sea breeze creates a remarkable run of holes from the 9th to 16th .  The 
short par three 11th reminds me of the three pars on the inward half at Royal Dornoch-there is only one line to 
play and it has to be with proper resolve to mitigate the wind’s effect and offer a chance to make par.   

 
 Turning back to the North you are playing to the farthest reach of the links.   The sound of the sea 
crashing on the rocks just over your shoulder adds to the sense of remoteness of this part of the course.   Against 
all macho temptations to be heroic, controlling your line and the subsequent roll outs on both the short par four 
12th and the serpentine par five that follows is essential.  The green complex on the 13th is as Old Tom found it, 
a small blind shelf wedged between a low dune and the tall dune wall behind just begging for a putting surface.   
 

Blind is an important operational term since it is the major factor on the next three holes.  There is so 
much existential fate woven into them Søren Kierkegaard would feel right at home here.  After a controlled 
draw up the ramp shoulder of the tall dune on the 14th your second shot is a full faith play over the directional 
pole where your target is a large Turkish bath of a green sunken into a hollow on the back side of a low dune.  
The punch bowl effect is helpful but the green is so long that gauging distance to the pin is crucial-an important 
hint is provided in “the box” next to the tee.   
 
 A dogleg left par three follows-yes I said dogleg.  Totally blinded by the right scapula of the big dune 
you have to visualize a draw shape and trust that there is an ample receiving area round the bend.  Don’t fail to 
notice the engineering marvel of the bell and rope warning system provided to let the group behind you know 
when it is safe to hit.  One more blind man’s bluff in a middle sized par three on the 16th where the teenie green 
is hidden over top edge of a low dune surrounded by the coffins that give the hole it’s name.  Aim at the refuge 
house on the hill and be prepared for a birdie putt. 
 
 One last links diddie awaits you on the 17th tee as you start your descent to the valley floor from where 
you began.  The driving area is dominated by a huge fallen soufflé of a mound in the center of the fairway.  
Trusting that you can slip it by one side to get a look at the raised plateau green is another act of faith.  The final 
hole is a bit boring compared to the rest but it still has plenty of challenge if you need a par to win the third leg 
of the Nassau bet. 
 
 Sipping a cold one in the clubhouse bar overlooking the splendor that James Finegan described you will 
have a remorseful sense of a links adventure experienced that ended too soon.  A second exploratory trip around 
might just be in order. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Hole-By-Hole Analysis (White/Gold): 
 
#1  Par 4  416/388 yards  Slains 
 
A good opening hole has out of bounds on the left and gorse on the right. A tee shot favoring the left half of the 
fairway past the bunker on top of the plateau is ideal.  From there you see a mound cuts into the fairway from 
the hill on the left at about 100 yards obscuring the look at a green tucked left up on a hill.  There is one pot 
bunker front left and another set about 10 yards off the green on the right.  The green has a tilt from 7 to 1 and 
falls off the back so plan accordingly.   
 
#2  Par 4  331/309  Crochdane 

The Machu Picchu plateau green is the feature of this hole with bunkers on the left and a big fall away on the 
right. Drive at the blue roof through the green to keep the ball on the left and avoid the fairway bunkers on the 
right.  Now you have to commit yourself totally to a full carry approach to a high top bar table green that is very 
flat so the task of getting it to stay on is a considerable challenge.  Two very nasty bunkers left front are a 
double in the making. 

#3  Par 4  268/268  Claypits 
 
These next two are good examples of how designers at the turn of the century simply used what was available to 
wring a couple of very unusual but challenging holes from the topography of these dunes.  A contemporary 
architect would not dare present holes like this to the construction committee because they wreak of unfair 
character that can exact arbitrary result.  This is a short driveable hole with a large towering Hershey’s Kiss in 
the middle of the fairway at 80 yards from the green that hides the green from view.  The big hitters can hit the 
tee ball at the directional pole and let it feed down a narrow funneling hill to the green on the other side.  Any 
deviation in towardness can be severely penalized.  For mere mortals about a 210 shot just right of the mound 
will leave a pitch through the gap to the green below.  The green is placed in a hollow and has a triangular 
segment back right that will collect approach shots.  This should be a birdie chance for all golfers. 
 
#4  Par 3  196/142  Port Erroll 
 
One of the best par threes Tom Simpson ever did, this demanding long hole plays straight towards the sea from 
an elevated tee, often requiring a driver to carry from one large sand hill across a  deep grassy hollow and reach 
the shelved dell green set in the face of another sand hill. One lonely pot bunker is set into the hill below the 
green to the left.  It is wise to take one club more than you think. There is no room to make a mistake in either 
direction just trust the club you pick can carry the front edge. 
 
#5  Par 4  463/463  The Buck 

Now enveloped in the dunes this plateau tee offers a beautiful view of a typical cloistered hole at Cruden Bay. 
Your drive is a blind shot from a tee nestled between the dunes to the valley floor below.  The second is a full 
metal headed club to a vague green set to the left in a dell between low gorse covered hills.  If you do not feel 
you can reach you are best to lay up to an attack distance and try to make a four with a pitch and a one putt.  
The green is long and transitions to a lower section in the back right that is probably the winter green.  Plenty of 
collection pitching collar are provided on all sides. 



#6  Par 5  517/498  Bluidy Burn 

A testing three-shotter is the only par five on the outward half. In front of the tricky plateau green – one of the 
original Tom Morris greens - is the burn complete with the classic stone bridge dedicated to Hamish Stephen 
their long time keeper of the greens.  Burns are a unique hazard indigenous to the British Isles.  As described on 
the Top 100 Golf website (http://top100golf.blogspot.com )  “Scotland has the most wicked burns in the world, 
a geographic feature we really don't have in the U.S. We have streams that don't look and feel like these burns 
do. The burns remind me of Dick Cheney: small, narrow, tricky and truly hazardous.”   

The drive is up the center of lane #12 at Fair Lanes Bowling Center as the fairway widens at 210 yards past the 
collaring dunes.  The second shot is a lay up to the right edge of the fairway at the bunker 120 yards from the 
green.  Your approach will traverse the winding burn to a perched green tucked way back to the left.  You have 
to carry it onto the putting surface because this burn has magnetic attraction for timid approaches.  Something in 
the center to back third putting back should get you a settling par you desperately need at this point in the round. 

#7  Par 4  393/369  Whaupshank 

A dog-leg to the left from a tee among low dunes -big hitters will be tempted to cut the corner but be careful not 
to be too greedy.  Drive is to right center at St. Olaf’s well to get yourself a peek up the ramp to a bunkerless 
green complex. Once your tee ball ends up in the valley below your approach shot is up the hill to a raised long 
narrow green framed by two tall large sand dunes.  The green has shoulders with a small roll off left center and 
a big fall off right of the green.  Unbelievable links view up the hill on this approach that you would swear 
could have come from the hand of Pat Ruddy. 

#8  Par 4  250/220  Ardendraught 

The ascension up the dunes continues with another unique links short par 4 that will tantalize big hitters but 
where accuracy off the tee is paramount.  If the green is out of your range hit a 200 club at the left edge of the 
green to leave yourself a pitch to a green wedged between three tall dunes. Green banks sharply back to front so 
you may have to contend with a treacherous putt should you finish above the hole.  Brace yourself for the 
mountain climb to the next tee, you may need a pack mule outfitted with an oxygen tank. 

#9 Par 4  415/398  Hawklaw 

Once the burning in your quads subsides you can take in the beautiful view from the tee box on highest point on 
the property-the course stretches in both directions.  This is a long par four that plays along the dune ridge and 
falls slightly to the right.  Drive is at the third fairway pot bunker from the right to get a look down at the green.  
with a somewhat blind landing area pinched by four fairway bunkers.  Green is open in front with a pot bunker 
on the left.  This green leans back left to front right and has a collection basin in the from right third of the 
green.  The ledge that protrudes across the center of the green can be used to feed balls to the front pins. 

#10  Par 4  374/339  Scaurs 
 
From another tee set high in the dune to the right of the 9th green you are looking across the corner of the gorse 
laden dune to your right that lords over the 10th fairway below.  Your drive is aimed just inside the last fairway 
bunker on the left and will hang endlessly in the air falling short of the burn in the center of the fairway.  Be 



advised that the OB right is in play and the rough between the fairway and the fence is very gnarly.  Your 
approach is to a raised and stepped green fronted by a bunker on the right and some on the left, must remain 
below the hole because any putt coming back toward the front of this green is very slippery. 
 
#11 Par 3  150/142  Mishanter 
 
A short pitch to a true links three par with all the fixins.  Yout have to traverse the burn to a tiny coffee table 
green with a nest of bunkers off the back left and one pot 20 yards short of the green on the right.  There is a 
deep Phil gully short and right over the pot bunker that presents an impossible up and down.  The wind should 
be coming from the sea on the right and that will make a high short iron very difficult to control.  Just a great 
short pitch par three hole. 
 
#12  Par 4  311/295  Finnyfal 
 
You are now in the full flavor of the links holes and these next two are very playful and command your 
attention.  I like a 210 shot to center between the bunker on the right and short gorse on the left.  Having said 
that if you feel the wind on your back you can take a run at this green.  Keep in mind that last 50 yards has a 
couple of bunkers on the left and is a tempest of hummocks and swales which may give unpredictable ball 
reactions trundling toward this green.   The green slopes from front to back and hard to read so birdies are not as 
common as you might expect.  
 
#13  Par 5  571/534  Bents 
 
Another great par 5, with the burn crossing the fairway some 280 yards from the tee and a natural setting 
against the dunes that was just screaming for a green complex.  A real hide-and-seek affair where you cannot 
see the fairway bunkers on your first two shots or the putting surface on your approach. The driving horizon is 
very confusing so just aim at the flag on the 11th and fit one into right center.  Your lay up is across the burn and 
to the left to get a line along the 7 to 1 axis of the green.  The green nestles to the right behind a low sand dune 
and at the foot of a tall one, so you will probably just see the top of the pin as you play your approach shot. 
 
#14  Par 4  400/371  Whins 
 
The next three will linger in your mind late into the night.  An uphill driving hole, with tall dune on your left, 
the North Sea on the right as a lateral hazard, and a string of bunkers lining the left side of the fairway.   The 
driving line is between pot #2 and #3-a nice draw to that line should hold the hill.  The pin position is indicated 
by a "box" at the tee so make note of this as the second shot is completely blind.   Your second is a over the 
directional pole at a long narrow wading pool of a green.   Very mean sand pit protects the front of the green so 
don’t miss short right.  You have to pick a good line and have resolve in your carry distance to just short of the 
green to feed on.  This is a long green so quality lag putting may be the key to a par. 
 
#15  Par 3  195/195  Blind Dunt 
 
Yes it is a blind dog-leg par 3!   This is not a joke.  You drive it over the spine of a mountainous dune intruding 
from the left-over the directional pole-to a green with no bunkers that tilts left off a lower dune on the right.  I 
like a right to left shape at the right corner of the green working it’s way down to the left off the foot of the 



dune.  This hole takes serious visualization.  Don’t fail to take notice of the creative way they rigged the 
warning bell perched way up on the dune to be accessible to you from the green area. 
 
#16  Par 3  172/172  Coffins 
 
How about a third blind blind hole in a row.   Probably a middle iron or hybrid aimed at the window of the 
weather protection hut you see on the hill.  Your shot will clear the crest of the hill and feed down to a very 
small green cordoned by the "coffins", grassy hollows to the right and back of the green.  Green slopes away 
from you, so this run on approach works best.  Another original Tom Morris green, this is actually a given par 
unless you hit something seriously wayward. 
 
#17  Par 4  422/383  Bilin Wallie 

Like so much you have seen today this is a very unusual original Tom Morris hole that only a links design from 
1900 could produce.  Staring down the hole the big muffin mound in the middle of the fairway is very 
disorienting but you have to decide which side of it to play your tee ball.  Playing left leaves an easier angle to 
the green though down the right is slightly shorter.   Keep in mind that any tee ball off the fairway is going to 
have a billy goat stance or long grass to make reaching the green very unlikely.  The second is across an array 
of three deep bunkers set well off the slightly elevated green fairly generous is size and set on an 8 to 2 
diagonal. 

#18 Par 4  419/376  Hame 
 
The finishing hole is typical of links courses, flat without much topographical feature since you are now out of 
the dunes.  There is out of bounds on the left and a burn to the right that can eat up a fade so pick a confident 
line and trust your swing.    This big green has drop offs to the front right and is surrounded by low gorse and 
favors a shot shape from left to right working up the putting surface.  The pin position of the day will make a 
big difference in the choice of club for your approach shot.  
 
 
 
http://www.crudenbaygolfclub.co.uk/pages.php/index.html 
 
  


